
Our company is hiring for a production technical. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for production technical

Assess, research and analyze business and system needs, exploring
alternative options to recommend technology solutions and designs that
meet sponsor needs and Project Life Cycle (PLC)
Design, code, document and execute unit test, system, integration and
acceptance test
Prepare high level and detailed technical specifications for small to medium
projects in accordance with Project Life Cycle (PLC), security and architecture
documentation objectives
Provide accurate estimates for completion of build, system testing and
implementation phases of project
Contribute to and participate in walkthrough reviews of all technical
specifications, programs and unit test plans
Provide the necessary support to ensure the highest level of service for all
online systems
Responsible for ensuring day to day problems of a technical nature within the
mainframe systems are dealt with quickly and efficiently or otherwise
escalated to the appropriate areas within Technology and Operations
Responsible for the seamless implementation of all hardware and software
changes
Works in conjunction with the Systems Managed Storage area of Global
Hosting Services to ensure disk resources are allocated in a cost efficient
manner
Collaborate and assists Production Supervisor in all evolving support needs,
daily scrums, calendar booking, updating schedules, creating and revising Jira
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Qualifications for production technical

Working knowledge of SSH, TCP/IP, sockets, and other necessary protocols
1 year of proven experience with Avid ISIS Storage Networks, Interplay and
Media Composer Systems and SnapStream Clip server preferred
Must have knowledge of tapeless workflow procedures necessary to develop,
manage and improve processes from production, post-production, playback
and media archiving
Ability to troubleshoot issues, update software and drives, load OS and
hotfixes, and perform maintenance on systems preferred
Candidate should have an IT background and be familiar with Microsoft
Windows OS for desktops and servers
HTML or CSS knowledge


